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The LOA

MOTREB
KNOWS
BEST
To the Editors:
On Wednesday, February 8, the
Faculty Senate held a meeting to
discuss various subjects pertaining
to the academic policies at Pur
chase. Some of the people who at
tended said that a policy of aca
demic distribution requirements
was raised by the Educational Poli
cies Committee. Such a policy
could mandate a certain number of
courses in certain areas outside
one's own division.
The EPC, a standing committee
of the Faculty Senate, issued a
report to the Senate indicating
that an overwhelming number of
Natural Science students who had
graduated from Purchase had only
taken one, or even no courses out
side of the Natural Science divi
sion. This was also true to a
large degree in the other divi
sions. The EPC felt that this
poses a serious threat to the
benefits gained by a general Lib
eral Arts education, and that
something should be done to en
sure that a student is exposed to
many aspects of the Purchase
curriculum.
Several ideas were discussed
by the Faculty Senate to prevent
stuaents from being able to do
this. One idea would be to re
quire students to take sixteen
credits outside of his/her division
over a period of four years. This
resolution was actually passed by
the Senate, but in the same ses
sion was repealed, and tabled for
further discussion. The decision
to repeal the resolution was ex
tremely close. (10~9).
Another idea would be to sim
ply require students to take two
courses outside of his/her divi
sion over a period of four years,
or even to require a certain num
ber of interdivisional courses
(perhaps clusters). There will
undoubtedly emerge many ideas and
proposals as discussion continues
on this topic. It is by no means
certain, hOl'lever, that any distri
bution requirements would even be
instituted. The turnout at the
last Faculty Senate meeting was
too minimal to be ~ significant
indication of the Faculty's feel
ings about the subject.
I have no quarrel with the
concept of a general education,
but I question the wisdom of a pol
icy that would force students to
take courses that they.,i ther have
no interest in, or time for. At
this point in life, a student
should be able to judge for him
self what would be of benefit
for him, and more importantly,
what direction he wants his edu
cation to take.

CAMPUS
COBRUPTION
AND
KANGAB'O O
COUBTS
To the Ed itors :
Should faculty have the final
word on academic matters such as
grades? Traditionally, one would
point out the importance of in
tellectual freedom in warding off
academic stagnation and dogmatism,
and answer affirmatively. How can
serious research take place if
policies and procedures are subject
to review and interdiction by the
college community and the general
public? Thus, the traditionalist
cries "Fascist!" ,a t the mention of
the possibility of a bureau of in
tervention and arbitration, or of
certain rules for faculty (like
making explicit the basis of grades
for every class)--especially at
"progress i ve" Purchase.
But there are reasons to ques
tion this traditional stance on
faculty autonomy. For one thing,
it assumes that intellectual freeHey Koosnik--

wve ya a lot .•• - P.

When the Faculty decides to
map out for a student what they
consider to be in his best inter
ests, they seem to be making sev
eral basic premises. Premise num
ber one: the student is unable to
make a rational decision regard
ing his/her ow~ future. Premise
number two: it is up to the pro
fessor to determine what is best
for the student, since he is in
capable of doing it for himself.
It comes down to the old "Mother
always knows what's best for you"
syndrome. I grant you that there
are a lot of students who are de
priving themselves of an all
around education, but one must
weigh the benefits of requiring
certain courses versus the dis
advantages. Wouldn't such a poli
cy tend to create a certain amount
of hostility (however latent) be
tween some students and faculty?
It strikes me as being one step
closer to English 101.
I think that the reason that
so many students stay so closely
within their own divisions is not
due to a desire to avoid the other
subjects, but rather because of
the difficulties that are often
involved in just trying to get
into, and keeping up with a class
that is outside their division.
Take for example the case of a
Humanities student who wants to
take a Natural Science course.
Often there are prerequisites that
he cannot possibly have fulfilled,
and even more discouraging is the
fact that the work load for the
Natural Science course is so great
that the student cannot take anoth
er difficult course within his own
division without risking a serious
overload. Often, requiring Natural
Science students to take courses
outside of their division can
cause serious deficiencies in the
amount of information that he has
to know to graduate and get into
an graduate school.
I would like to stress again,
however, that I find the Faculty's
concern over what's Ihappening to
be a legitimate one, and I share it
myself. I firmly believe in the
merits of a general education, and
realize that it's supposed to be a
part of the Purchase philosophy.
But I cannot lend credence to a
plan of this sort. .Its very
nature goes against my idea of
what a college should be--an in
stitution where a student can pick
and choose what he wants to learn,
what he feels is important. I
feel that the situation warrents
much more discussion, and I hope
that the next Faculty Senate meet
ing will be well attended so that
the school may benefit from the
multitude of ideas and opinions
that the Faculty contains. ,
Sincerely yours,
Eric Nagourney
Cub Reporter
dam is only important for instruc
tors. Now) they are not entitled
to any more intellectual freedom
than anyone else, but moreover,
without a checking device on these
procedures a certain irrational
autocracy evolves wherein something
is right "because I say so."
We should not be so gullible
as to believe that the "experts"
are always correct, sincere, or
even honest--or even experts. ' One
may be a leading authority on scat
ological reference terminology
among the Bongo-Bongo and not real
ly know what is a legitimate stand
ard of writing for a course at any
particular level, or to what extent
verbal participation is a relevant
criterion. Why should the student
have to guess what sort of work is
expected, and what approach he must
follow in order to get a favorable
grade. Add to this the ambiguous
pass/honors status quo and the
gravity of our situation at Pur
chase becomes even more compelling.
The "laissez-faire" policy in this
respect is so sweeping that your
guess is as good as mine ~s to
what constitutes honors. As it
stands, faculty deci5ions are
irrevocable; expertise is assumed,
even where evidelce points other
wise.

To L'Aigle: May Cupid send a curare
tipped arrow winging your way. Keep
both of 'em guessing. Like Casablan
ca's Capitaine Renault, your heart
is the least vulnerable spot--C.F.K.

C

To the logical Sip and his
Irish companion:
Just to give you both the
thrill of actually receiving
a "personal" in the LOAD, I
fondly wish you both a merry
Valentine's Day.

ONCOVEBS
AND
CHBISTIANS
Editors:
The language used by Professor
Dow in his letter condemning the
"Last Supper" cover of the December
LOAD certainly indicates that he is
angry, but provides little explana
tion for his anger. Words like
"tasteless and vulgar" are notori
ously interchangeable with sub- '
jective expressions of personal
distaste; they are most often used
to mask an incomplete understanding
of one's own reasons for findin0
something offensive. The alleged
offensiveness of posing the Student
Senate as Jesus and the disciples
should at least be generally com
prehensible, if Professor Dow's
comments are to merit the objec
tive validity which they seem to
profess.
After some reflection, however,
I am honestly unable to understand
Dow's point. Not that I find it
anomalous; the attitude that re
ligious subjects are not a proper
source of humor is, of course,
rather widespread. But, as
I have suggested above, the reasons
for this attitude are generally
left in a state of hushed "self
evidence." Note that it is not
anything specific about the way in
which the LOAD cover portrayed the
Last Supper, but merely the fact
that it did so at all in a non
religious context. Beyond the
basic idea, there was nothing in
the cover that showed the slight
est degree of disrespect for the
Christian religion. Apparently;
the principle which is here being
violated is that which states that
references to God are only accept
able when occasions, e.g. worship
or courtroom procedures. If we
choose instead to laugh, then God
must be left out of it (the ab
sence of biblical comedy presum
ably being the ground for the dogma
that God does not have a sense of
humor) .
Purchase is set up so that in
any grade dispute between a faculty
member and a student, the latter
cannot win. The procedure (in the
Handbook) is this: you consult
the instructor, who will not change
your grade or else he wouldn't have
given it to you in the first place,
and he doesn't fancy the idea of
having flaws he made demonstrated
by a "kid" anyway. If you take it
up with the dean, it is likely he
will not conduct any review what
soever, but reply that if the in
structor won't budge why should
he. I f you see the academi c vi ce
president he will say, if the dean
won't make corrections, \vhy should
he. My point here is that the
system fosters irresponsibility.
If a student, who ~ tuition were
similarly irresponsible he would
be expelled. Faculty members are
paid in taxes and tuition dollars
ioperform certain tasks. If a
faculty member refuses to execute
some of these, nothing of the kind
will happen to him, although he
has no function in an institution
of higher learning. Faculty and
administration are supportive of

To the Editors:
Please place the following
names in your staff box:
Editors: Stefan Petrucha,
Felicia Halpert
Features Editor: Glen Slattery
Production Manager: Peter Cascio
P:lOtography/ Art Ed itor: Li sa Leavitt
Managing Editor: Alison Fletcher
Ad Manager: Nadine Firmin
Typist: Audrey CGzzarin
Contributors: Jeff Levine, Eric
Nagourney, Mark Hayes, Jay Bern
stein, Frank Wadsworth, Carl Cap
otorto, Kathleen Witten, Ben Morris
Kushner, Bugs Moran, George Spence,
Lisa Ames, Susan Whelan, Lisa Weiss,
Dan Contrino, Phoebe, and Scarface Al
But the point may be raised, as
it waS by the Smothers Brothers
when this same charge was leveled
against them in the late sixties,
that we are (so the story goes)
made in God's image. It would
seem that humor, however, poses a
peculiar threat to the authorita
tive aspects of religion: one
mustn't laugh at what must be
feared and obeyed. But another
tenet of the Christian faith is
that God is a God of love, not
only authority. I am not a Chris
tian, so perhaps my views are ir
relevant here; but I find it dif
ficult to reconcile the portrayal
of Jesus found in the Gospels with
the notion of a God who would take
offense at the LOAD cover. In ~
world that prints its faith on its
paper money, I find that cover in
nocuous and theologically neutral.

If more people CQuld l~ar~ to
laugh about the things which they
take most seriously, we might all
have a better understanding of
the value in our neighbors' be
liefs; for joy, not awe, is the
true source of faith.
Sincerely,
Mark Hayes
Student of Philosophy
each other to a shocking degree;
they put students through a kang
aroo-court system wherein they
are made to feel that their very
complaint is unjustified and self
sel'ving, making trouble for the
busy professors. Their attitude
is virtually one of "how dare you!"
rather than "let's see how we can
solve this satisfactorily."
This brings us back to the
problem of intellectual freedom.
By God, what about our intellectual
freedom, the freedom-to present
what is on our minds in a "lay suit
able to us, without being unduly
criticized for tackling the "wrong"
thi ngs in the "wrong" ways. When I
say unduly, I mean let them back it
up. It is shocking the degree to
which a personality clash can look
like bad work on an evaluation.
The system is corrupt. The
channels for a truly free exchange
of ideas and innovations are
clogged with red tape and dishon
esty, and the burden is on us to
open them. Only then can Purchase
become a great school.
Jay H. Bernstein
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HELLO? HELLO?
Dear Purchase,
How've you been, lately? Lots
of snow, huh? Sometimes I wish the
whole campus would be covered with
snow, or ivy, or anything for that
matter, just as long as it gets
covered completely.
Anyway, now that the ice ha s
been broken and we all know each
other, its time once again for us
all to resume our natural positions
in the community. Since it's been

EVl;LLQAQ
~
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BLASTED
COVER
To the Ed i tors:
I must say that I was appalled
by the cover design of the January
issue of THE FULL LOAD {Vo1.Vla No.
111).1 find your staff's choice
of design and the dean's approval
of such an exhibit immoral and
crass.
The "cuteness" of your idea
does not circumvent its obnoxious
ness.
Everyone knows a dean belongs
behind a desk.
Sincerely,
Ben Morris Kushner,
Junior, Political Science

around for six years, one can con
sider The Load a natural position,
presumably somewhere between prone
and erect. The Load? Yes, the
campus newspaper currently funded
by the Student Senate, and if you
don't know who they are, that's
their problem. My problem (al
though my esteemed counterpart,
Felicia, will tell you I have many)
is this newspaper that I'm half in
charge of. My name is Petrucha.
I carry ha1f-a-badge. Just the
facts, m'am. Facts? Oh, yes, they
make wonderful news articles if ar
ranged properly. Sometimes they
even look objective. What's that
you say? You'd like to write an
opinion!? You're not even an ed
itor. This is my paper, mine!
If you don't like it, write us a
letter. That's the "proper" place
for proletariilt scum or administra
tive egos to sound off.
What's a letter? Well, a sim
ple, dictionary definition might
run as follows:
letter (lett-er) noun 1. A
thing, presumeab1y written, which
contains some sort of personal mes
sage. 2. A message written by a
person or an organization which
portends to represent the views of
the person and/or organization that
he/she/it represents. 3. Something
sent through the mail. 4. A mem
ber of the alphabet, usu. A-Z LET
TERING, LETTERED, LETTERIETY, LET
TERNESS ("These words are too 1et
terness!" the teacher scolded)
But in the fast world of pub
lishing, the word LETTER means
something more. When an editor
gets a letter it means that at long
last, love's labors have paid off
and he has been heard by the out-

side world. This is not necessar
ily pleasant, for at the reception
of a "bad" or "unkind" letter, our
archetypical editor finds himself
in bad straits. Morally, he is ob
liged to print opposing viewpoints,
and if he doesn't, then he'll look
really bad anyway, so he might as
well. Then comes a more material
problem: SPACE. How much room
should be devoted to letters so
that it will allow for oppOSing
viewpoints but not turn the paper
into a structure-less free-for-all
like the issue you are now reading?
Once it has been decided that, in
fact, space will be limited, a cru
cial problem occurs, philosophic
ally. What happens if there are
more letters than space? In a well
lubricated organization, this isn't
a problem, since space can be
"swapped", on the other hand,
things can get out of hand. A
small office can become a crowded,
cramped hell, with no escape from
the ever-increasing piles of pap
er-pulp refuse. Decisions become
more complicated, and soon, the
stalwart editor, devoted to the
concept of freedom to the bitter
end, finds that even his loyal staff
is planning a neck-tie party for
him. Now what? Hawaii is always
nice, if one likes to surf. But
other editors have been in worse
spots and have yet endured. Look
at Rupert Murdock.
Naturally, something as petty
as letters wouldn't cripple a pro
fessional paper, which would prob
ably sell its morals just a touch
sooner than its profits. But, you
must remember, this is The Load!
A student newspaper! We can be
truly free! The Government has
built, just for us, a giant play
ground in whi ch to exerc i se our .
minds and bodies in the hopes ofa
greater America. Why else would

So, you may be asking yours~lf,
what? Well, recently this inno
~ cent, unassuming entity was the
8 core of a furor. And I, as an ace
~ reporter for THE LOAD, got involved.
I t seems the Finance Committee
~
of the Senate was conducting its
routine annual probe into the. organ
izations it funds (the Center being
one of them) and these routine
annual procedures became something
more. (Not rea lly, though).
Felicia Halpert (esteemed co
editor of THE LOAD), Abby Relkin
(senator), and Alan Reid (chairman
of the Finance Committee) were ap
proached by a number of Purchasites
who w.e re demand i ng to know "why we
allocate funds to look after the
offspring of rich Westchester resi
dents" and "why is the Chil dren 's
Center not serving its purpose,"
etc., etc.
I hate to let you all down,
but your furor is unfounded .. The
Children's Center is function~ng
as it always has, serving Purchas
ites and preparing the little fol~
. for a bigger world, and spending
monies as they are expected and
required to.
I think this pseudo outrage
makes a statement; a statement
about the human tendency to sensa
tionalize and react assertively
to what is fabricated in their own
minds.
Carl Capotorto

~

To the Editors:
I'd like to add a note to your
article on the new copyright law.
There is a selection of mater
ials on the new law and its possible
interpretation on Permanent Reserve
in the Library.
There are also other materials
in Reference.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Witten
Associ·ate Director, the Libl"ary

FROM ONE OF
OUR OWN

Take care and grow strong,
Stefan Petrucha
Editor,
The Load ,

8

ADDED NOTE

ate, faculty et. al. to task for a
lack of cohesiveness, but perhaps
we should get around to putting
our own house in order. Not that
other campus institutions should
n't be criticized, but shucks guys,
To the Edi tors:
after walking in on an argument
over what typeface to use in the
In regard to your separate
"Hammond Appoints Turtle as Dean
'letters' (cleverly disguised edit
of Scato-logy" article, I question
orials, tsk, tsk) let me say that
viability.
I hope it isn't the beginning of an our own
This is one of the few times
Editorial split that will make the
that I've stepped out of that happy
Ber1 in Wall look 1i ke a clothes
little world of play reviews, movie
line. Whatever the differences be
reviews, book reviews, reviews ad
tween the two of you, be it over
nauseum and everything else laugh
newspaper policy, the morality of
ingly called a 'feature' into the
evaluations or the quality of Ser
Letters section, but you asked me
vo's Cabbage Royale, no problem is
so great that it couldn't be solved to, and by jinkies, you got it. Jl.t
any rate, reach some kind of agree
by pistols at dawn (Cascio and I
ment, or I'll have both of vou de
will serve as seconds) or a boxing
ported to Port Chester and takeover
match in Theatre D; ten rounds, the this
rag myself.
winner becoming undisputed Emperor
Always Sincerely,
In-Chief.
Glen M. Sl'attery
We here at the Load are great
Fea tures Editor
for taking Administration, the Sen

they spend taxpayer money if not
for some really good cause, like
our future. Don't you think that
the State knows what's best for us?
Better watch that commie tripe, boy,
this is America. Yeah, that's mil
lions of American dollars you're
standing on, New York dollars, to
be precise. To be even more pre
cise, that's New York dollars on
While Plains land. This is our
home, Mom and Dad are back at
theirs. But we digress.
So there we were in the Load
office (basement of CCS, we meet
every Tuesday at 6:30 PM in rm.0008
where the Student Senate holds its
meetings. Do come to the next one,
or don't come, but do it because
it is what you want to do. Be see
ing you.) surrounded by these huge
piles of imaginary letters written
by imaginary concerned students
concerning their imaginary concerns.
Even our reporters, when they got
involved with what they were doing,
wanted to voice their own opinion.
We could just as easily have spent
72 hours editing all the contents
herein and called it a newspaper.
Well, as I said before, articles
can be a lot like letters and let
ters can be a lot like articles
and anyone who would like to define
such things as objective reality
can write us a letter or come and
talk to us and then do an article,
but even though this issue is chock
full of pulse pounding libelous op
inion that will tear your gut and
make your favorite person in' the
whole world cry, we're still call
ing it a newspaper. If you don't
like it, or even if you do, write
us a letter. We love it.

"THE GREAT
CHILDREN'S
CENTER
SCANDAL"
To the Editor:
Tucked away in the basement of
"A" wing sits-the little known
Children's Center. Its purpose is
to entertain and educate offspring
of Purchase students, faculty and
staff during working hours.
It employs 30 students (16 of
which are volunteers) and several
adults. Last tenn,the Center
served as a study vehicle for such
courses as Early Childhood Educa
tion, Cultur~ and Personality,
Social Psychology, Development of
Language, Beginnings and Endings
(cluster), and Developmental Psy
chology.

Library Books:
Fines of $1 a day up to $5 per book
start Monday, Feb. 13 for overdue
Fall II books. Fines are halved if
paid upon return through Feb. 20.

perils of p~rchase
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The faculty-staff dining hall
has been a subject of controversy
since it first opened at the be
ginning of the last semester.
Many irregularities have plagued
the eatery. causing a split amongst
the staff and faculty over whether
they wished to eat there knowing
that the students were not wel
come. As it now stands, if a stu
dent wishes to eat in the admini
stration building he must be
brought in by a bona fide diner.
This person pays $2.00 while the
visiting students must pay $3.00.
This is because the Purchase
Foundation which provides scholar
ships for students g1ve a 33% sub
sidy on every meal served to a
faculty or staff member. The sub
sidy is not extended to the stu
dent. It seems that this is forc-

Dear Sirs:
Ever since it first came on
campus; the faculty dining hall has
been of some interest to those of
us who really do care around here
(there really are some of us).
Recently the food proposal
committee met to draw up the final
draft of next year's food contract
which is scheduled to go to bid
shortly. The original copy of the
contract had included a provision
that the food company would run
the faculty-staff dining hall in
the administration building. This
provision was quickly removed
without detailed explanation. The
only information offered was that
the service is now being provided
by Continental Kitchens.
According to state law, all .
services provided for on SUNY cam
puses must be by competitive bid.
As it turns out, there never was
a contract sent out. The ser
To the Editors:
vices of Continental Kitchens,
which is the operator, was pro
On Wednesday, February 8, five
cured by a 'formal agreement.'
V.A. students in addition to myself
It seems as though these for
awaited the arrival of our Graphic
mal agreements are the type that
Design teacher Al Zurcher. He was
don't run out quickly. This was
late, but I was assured by another
fairly evident by the striking of
. student that Al was very dependable,
the faculty dining hall from the
and he would arrive, snow or no
food cQntract.
snow. I decided to hang around, I
was supposed to be in class anyway .
We waited an hour and a half before
To my Valentine, .~
a fellow student informed us that
~
our class had been cancel1ed--perm
I weave my spell into your soul
anently.
I cast it into your eye
None of the administration had
I hold you now with all my power
even made an attempt to inform us
And now I'll make you cry.
that the future of our class was
in jeopardy, let alone cancelled.
I'll wri ng your heart and twi st
. Yes, it is true tha t the snow had
your neck
caused a problem, and only one of
Sweet torture, so divine
the office personnel had managed
I'll tear your soul and squeeze
to dig her way in. But have some
your guts
compassion, we were counting on
I'll make you look ·so fine.
this class. Three of the students
were seniors depending upon Al as
Fool you were to fall for me
as senior project sponsor. One of
But now I'll make you pay
the seniors called Al and he told
I'll torture you until you ache
us that the class had been cancel
And by my hand you'll die
led on Monday because of underen
--someday.
rollment. In an attempt to salvage
the ,Advanced Design class it merged
Lisa Weiss - '78

ing the student to pay for this
meal twice. One, by not getting
the subsidy and two, is that the
administration has their hand in
his pocket.
Another difficulty encount
ered in the faculty is that they
didn't have a dishwasher on the
premises. This caused the hall
to use paper goods for a time due
to the fact that the health de
partment cited a violation.
The issue that basically
started it all off was the fact
that students weren't permitted
to eat there. There are no rules
against the faculty eating at
Servo. I'll 1et any facul ty
member who wants to eat dinner
in my place just so they know
what we have to deal with on
an everyday basis. Another pro-

Advanced Typography, bringing
CONFIDENTIAL with
the enrollment up to at least nine.
I feel that nine is not an unusu
CANCELLATION ally
low enrollment for an advan

asked, no matter what. He said
reached the point that there was
they do not worry about 1aw suits,
no other recourse, we called," he
etc., when a human life is in dan
said.

ger. In this case, they evidently
At the time of witnessing the
knew that one was not (it was dan
incident, many thoughts ran through gerous, but not a case of urgency).
To the Editor:
my head: sometimes there comes a
In short, Mr. Barry assured me
point where the basic issue is life,
At about 8:15 pm on Wednesday,
or helping someone in need of help; of security's ethics, that they
February 1, a young womon lay uncon this issue transcends any consider would act according to common de
scious on a sofa in CCS, surrounded ations given to our "rules" and
cency rather than technicalities
by a small group of Purchase :stu
and legalities in a life-and-death
"structures" of "society"; the
dents. She and her husband, not in rules, i.e. laws, are there to pro
situation (and anyway, would most
any way associated with Purchase,
likely be justified in court if
tect
people,
not
the
opposite;
·are
had come over to play pool that
evening. Some people thought she
was drunk. Others thought she had
.. P.opl. In • crowd don't w.nt to t.k••ction.
also taken pills. But no one really
I'v••Iw.y.
h••rd th.t; thl. w••• living .x.mpl....
knew. Someone explained to me, as
I arrived, that the husband didn't
want security called. He (her hus
necessary), but that they knew that
we all programmed robots, or 00 we
band) tried to revive her by slap
ping her several times on the face, still have some good judgement (com this particular case was not such
mon sense) and human empathy left?
a case.
to no avail .
It's an Gwfully sad commentary on
Securitywa~ fi na 11y ca 11 ed.
I must say I'm somewhat ap
"civilized man" if we don't.
They came, assessed the situation,
peased, if still not totally un
sceptical. For instance, Sal Bar
and explained that they must be
baro, an Emergency Medical Techni
careful to stay within their "jur
I also thought: Rules some
isdiction"; they could get in a lot times must be bent, according to a cian (and Purchase student) who was
there, felt that the woman should
given situation. Realizing the
of trouble if they acted too fast,
have been taken to the hospital '
since the party was nota Purchase
seriousness of the implications
student, and as long as a "respon
involved in a case like this, I
wi th no delay. He commented, "I'm
not saying security did the wrong
sible" party is there (e.g. a hus
still felt that the security offi
cers (there were three there)
thing, but in my opinion, the am
band), S.U.N.Y. police are not
should reflect on the ethics of
bulance should have been called as
allowed to intf'rvene in thesp
their own behavior, as people~ as
soon as they arrived." Sometimes
cases.
well as in their duties as police.
One of the acting officers
it's impossible to make up one's
First, we are all people.
later told me that only through
mind definitively about whom or
I have since spoken with Jerry what to believe. I don't know.
campus security will · the hospital
dispatch an ambulance to this
Barry, Director of Security, and
It's something to think about.
if what he says it true, then much
campus.
Neither do I mean to knock or
Security did call an ambulance
of m.y disu11usionment has been
belittle the work security does
five or ten minutes after they had
here. Their job is an invaluable
cleared up.
He said that cases in which the one. I know it is always easy to
arrived on the scene. There is no
person has to be taken to the hos
record of the exact time elapsed
criticize, and harder to come up
in the police report.
pital are not common on this cam
with solutions or to do better
The officer I spoke with a few
pus, that in most situations his
ourselves.
days later said that the woman
Getting back to before security
or her "peers" can take care of the
hadn't been sick, just' very drunk.
even came: this little episode was
person.
She was, however, 'admitted into the
He insisted that all of his
like a test of our willingness to
hospital. He said that they fin
extend ourselves for someone we
officers are trained in first aid
ally did call the ambulance only
didn't even know. This time we
and can recognize e~erqencies.
once they had determined that her
Most of them have several years of may have gotten by, but if the
experience, and if this had been an hesitancy that \':as apparent recurs
husband was "incapable" (in what
ever way) of taking care of her
emergency, they would have taken
the next time something like this
himself. Then they were within
the woman to the hospital right
happens, we might be just be a
away, no waiting, no questions
mi nute too 1ate.
their legal bounds. "Once it

ARE WE ALL
ROBOTS?I

-

ced Visual Arts class.
Dean Bob Grey was unable to
make it in due to snow conditions,
so we went to President Hammond to
plead our case. He was very under
standing, but of little help. The
problem lies in the system of the
Visual Art Department. As Presi
dent Hammond put it, "I cannot
begin to tell you how much the
Visual Art Department has over
spent its budget."
What I feel we need is a better
system of communication between the
faculty, staff and students. At
present there are elected student
representatives who attend facul
ty meetings and supposedly report
back to the other students. This,
unfortunately, is not working. I
have never heard what went on dur
ing a faculty meeting from a re
presentative, and only once from
a teacher. Right now I am full of
questions as to how the budget was
overspent, and why this wasn't for
seen (or was ' it?) Where do the
department's priorities lie? These
are questions that should have
been answered all along. I believe
I wouldn't be so mad if I had
known what was going on! Dean
Grey may have very logical and per-

J.P.~-It was all appreciated. Happiness always***

A.

blem is a rift formed between
faculty and staff 'cause the
place ain't open when school's
out so, it's actually a faculty
facility and staff are invited.
Obviously, the college made
a bad move having the faculty din
ing hall here. There is merit
to the arguement that the faculty
needs a place to call their own.
They are entitled to it but not
under such conditions. If they
want a dining hall, then let them
go to bid for a contract and not
do it in the sneaky way that it
was done. What needs to be done
is to increase all meals to $3.00
and to find a way to replenish the
funds that were used as subsidies
from the Purchase foundation.
Jeff Levine, esq.,
fectly acceptable answers ,and a
good reason as to why my class
was cancelled but right now I feel
it was done for no good reason.
I feel I am learning a lot
from my teachers here, otherwise
I would be so discouraged I would
leave. Fortunately I don't dis
courage easily, that is why I am
writing this letter. I hope that
Visual Arts students (and students
from all the other depts.) are
concerned about our education and
our money. So the next time a
class is cancelled,' a teacher is
hired or fired, or a piece of
equipment is bought we must take
advantage of the right to have
an active voice in these matters.
Sincerely,
Susan Whelan
LOST!! !
Irish Tweed cap, size 7. Grey
with black specks. This cap is
very special to me, but in the
frantic end of short term (some
where between January 27th and
31st) I left it on campus. If
you have it, or have seen it
PLEASE call me at (203) 531~
7730. (It's not lonq distance).
Or leave a note/ Box 372." Fred
RUNNING CLUB MEETING: Fri. 2/17
4pm in Gym. Intercollegiate
cross-country team to be planned.
Are we to listen, out of fear,
to a guy who slaps his unconscious
wife on the face to revive her,
whil e calli ng her a "drunken fool ",
or are we to call for help imme
diately,thereby protecting the
woman from what could be (how do
we know?) imminent danger.
People in a crowd don't want
to take action.
I've always
heard that; this was a living ex
ample. It is too easy to pass
responsibility on to the next guy,
or to plead ignorance as to what
the action should be. Anyone per
son alone that evening would have,
I am sure, called for help quicker
thar. did the well-meaning but help
less crowd of spectators.
All I can think now is I hope
she is all right, in good hands.
I hope she gets things straightenen
out, because I cringe at the .
thought that, surviving this time,
she may suffer a similar · incident
again soon and (granted she her
self may be primarily responsible
for it) one of these days that
"crowd psychology" might be just
too slow to save her, as it often
is for many others.
I am well aware of my own
naivete in reacting as if this in
cident were so unique, and must
confess to indulging in a certain
ideal ism. I admit I was pretty
"worked up" over it. I guess bei ng
in a "separate reality" like Pur
chase, things tend to get magnified.
But that's not all bad--some things
in this world need to be noticed
more than they are.
I also don't doubt that my
writing this letter is nothing but
an exercise in futility. But,
since there was perhaps one chance
in a million it might do one iota
of good, I felt I had to speak out.
Great if someone hears.
Lisa Ames
P.S. New recent information:
Sal Barbaro just reported: the
woman's husband told him that the
hospital report was that she did 0.0.

